1. Introduction

Gleba rdzawa (Pol.) – the rusty soil – is the type of soil that has been elected as the soil of the year 2021 in Poland. Rusty soils are mainly coarse textured soils, developed from sandy deposits of various origin (glaciofluvial, fluvial, less often aeolian and of weathering) with A-Bv-C horizon sequence. Pale orange enrichment horizon Bv-siderik is a diagnostic one of these soils. The agricultural quality of rusty soils is low, but they constitute valuable habitats of natural and managed forests, on the territory of Poland occupying over 50% of all the forest area. The article discusses the general concepts of the genesis of rusty soils in the following aspects: (1) ‘rustification’ – formation of Fe-Al coatings on sand grains in the Bv horizon, (2) ‘dry pedoclimate’ – as an assumed factor responsible for the lack of Fe-Al-oxides mobility, (3) coniferous forest vs deciduous forest vegetation as a soil-forming factor, (4) Pleistocene vs Holocene age and the possible role of periglacial conditions. In Polish classification system rusty soils are currently located close to brown soils (Cambisols), however, in the past they were located in one taxonomic unit with podzolic soils. In international classifications such soils are not distinguished separately and belong to Brunic Arenosols/Psammments. The largest areas of rusty soils in Poland are located in lowlands and uplands, mainly on sandy surfaces of outwash plains, and terraces of ice-marginal streamways and valleys.

2. Regularities of geographical distribution of rusty soils (Ugalla and Roszkó, 1974; Kuźnicki et al., 1978; Bialouz, 1978; Prusinkiewicz, 1969; Kowalkowski and Borzyszkowski, 1974; Kowalkowski et al., 1981; Konecka-Betley et al., 2002; Czępińska-Kamińska, 1986; Prusinkiewicz et al., 1980; Marzec and Kabała, 2008; Degórski et al., 2013; Jonczak and Sztabkowski, 2021).


4. Management of rusty soils (Niedźwiecki, 1984; Bednarek and Michalska, 1998; Szafranek and Składowski, 2004; Składowski et al., 2004; Smreczak et al., 2021) with special focus on their ecological interpretation and evaluation of value for forestry (Bialy, 1997, 1999; Brożek et al., 2008; Jankowski, 2003, 2014; Chudecka and Tomaszewicz, 2014; Jamroz et al., 2014; Chojnicki, 2020; Chojnicki et al., 2021 a, b; Sewerniak and Jankowski, 2021; Smolicyński et al., 2021).

In the journal Soil Science Annual (SSA) (in 1950–2011 journal’s name was Roczniki Gleboznawcze), including the current issue, the term ‘gleby rdzawe’ was used ca. 40 times in article titles, keywords and abstracts (Table 1). In papers indexed in the Polish scientific database ‘Biblioteka Nauki’ (https://yadda.icm.edu.pl) the keyword ‘gleby rdzawe’ occurs 56 times. Of course, various aspects of the rusty soils research, in combination with other soils, were an integral element of many more works. In the google scholar database, the term ‘gleby rdzawe’ appears in around 2,300 items (https://scholar.google.com). For the purposes of this study, 100 publications on rusty soils were collected. In these numbers, most works were dedicated to soil properties and their transformations, some to soil genesis, age and regularities of geographical distribution and only few to the general management issues.

Until these days, numerous controversies, especially around the rusty soils’ origin are not unequivocally resolved and generate academic discussions about the classification of these soils, their ecological potential and principles of sustainable management, especially in forestry.

The aim of this paper is to present main concepts of the rusty soils’ genesis, time of formation, classification, general regularities of geographical distribution and management that have been formulated by Polish soil scientists in the second half of the 20th century and the first two decades of the 21st century.

2. Concepts of rusty soils genesis

2.1. General mechanisms of rusty soils formation

In Polish literature development of rusty soils is considered as a separate soil-forming typological process. In literal translation from Polish this process can be named the ‘rusting’ or applying the rule of adapting non-English, international names of soil-forming processes the ‘rustification’ or the ‘rustyzation’ (Pol. proces rdzawienia; SGP 3, 1974; Bednarek and Skiba, 2015). The main mechanism of this process is defined as the formation of stable rusty coloured coatings on grains of sand fraction (SGP 3, 1974). The coatings are built from iron and aluminum oxides with some admixture of organic matter (mostly around 0.5% of organic carbon – OC content). Weathering of primary iron-containing aluminosilicate minerals is the source of Fe-Al-oxides and organic (humic) acids originated from the organic matter decomposition is the source of OC. Oxides and organo-mineral complexes in classical literature are interpreted to be accumulated due to in situ (understood as non-illuvial) transformation, similarly to the kambik horizon formation, however with no (or no significant) clay minerals contribution (SGP 3, PTG 1974; Bednarek and Skiba, 2015). From the other side, they are interpreted as immobile forms, that effects in lack of eluvial (Es – albik) and illuvial (Bhs – spodik) horizons, which develop, when podzolization is an active soil-forming process. Immobility of Fe-Al oxides in the diagnostic enrichment horizons by – siderek is explained by limiting factors: (1) relative richness of parent material in iron and aluminum compounds (higher than in Podz).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Genesis, age, geographical distribution</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
The occurrence of the term ‘gleby rdzawe’ in the titles, keywords and abstracts of articles published in the Soil Science Annual (SSA) journal 1950 (1974)–2021, indexed in the ‘Biblioteka Nauki’ (BN) database and collected for the purposes of this work.
soils contain more Fe and Al than the parent rock C, visible not only for their pedogenic (dithionite-bicarbonate-citrate extractable – Fe₃) forms but also for total contents. This fact suggests, that there is an accumulation of Fe and Al, starting from the top-soil and occurring throughout the whole solum of a rusty soil and thus, ‘rustyfication’ may not (or not only) be a really non-illuvial process, but at least some part of these compounds has to originate from an external source. Concerning the lack of any supply of ingredients from outside the pedon, in our opinion, the only explanation of that enrichment is bioaccumulation – the redistribution of compounds through the biological activity. It is obvious, that the original vegetation that participated in the development of rusty soils, had to derive components using root systems from the entire volume of soil and also reaching the parent rock. These components in condensed form are returned along with plant remains back to the soil surface (litter) and underground (roots, etc.), accumulating with time and forming A and Bv horizons. Verification of this concept needs, however, additional research.

2.2. The concept of ‘dry pedoclimate’

In several works analysing distribution of soils in inland dune areas of Poland distribution of rusty soils was associated with summit parts of dune hills. Such situation was reported e.g. from dunes in the valleys of the Biebrza and Narew rivers (Banaszuk, 1979; Czubaszek and Banaszuk, 2004) and in the Warsaw Basin (the Kampinos forest; Czępińska-Kamińska, 1986; Janowska, 2001; Konecka-Betley et al., 2002). In the most extreme situation, not only the summits but the entire dune forms and even large dune fields were marked as dominated by rusty soils on soil-habitat maps edited for areas administered by the State Forests, e.g. in the Toruń Basin (Operat, 1999). Such landscape position of these soils was interpreted as an effect of a specific climate conditions (pedoclimate) supposed to form inside the soils occupying the summits. As the most elevated and exposed places they are expected to be a subject of drying up to a state that enables downward water movement in the soil profile and development of podzolization, normally dominating on surrounding dune slopes.

Such a concept, however, raises several doubts. Firstly, sizes of inland dunes in Poland (mainly they rich the height of 10–20 meters, maximum 45 m, and a slope lenght of several dozen meters) seem to be insufficient to generate climatic variability decisive for differentiating directions of soil-forming processes. Although, topoclimatic variability of dune slopes of various exposition (northern and southern) is noticeable (Sewerniak and Jankowski, 2017; Sewerniak and Puchalka, 2020), it may only modify the intensity and pace of soil-forming processes but not their general direction (Rutkowska, 2019). With uniform lithology, vegetation and automorphic water regime even on much more extensive landforms characterised with more significant topoclimate variability, typical of mountainous areas (vertical bioclimatological zonation), topographical differentiation of soil forming processes is not always as obvious (e.g. Sommer et al., 2001).

Secondly, morphology and chemical properties of the soils occupying top parts of dune hills are significantly different from rusty soils developed from outwash and terrace deposits. In most cases these soils show features much more typical of weakly advanced podzolization (presence of bleached eluvial zone and thin gradually fading illuvial Bs or BC horizon) than ‘rustyfication’ (deep homogenous Bv horizon) and thus, they should be classified as weakly developed podzolic soils or podzolized arenosols rather than as rusty soils. It is necessary to underline, that some researchers noticed the difference between soils occupying the tops of dunes and the rest of the rusty soils (Prusinkiewicz, 1969; Bialouz, 1978; Kuźnicki et al., 1978), calling the first of them ‘cryptopodzolic’ soils (Prusinkiewicz, 1969). Weak degree of their development – interpreted formerly as dominance of ‘rustyfication’ – is rather a result of the high susceptibility of soils at dune tops to the degradation processes (erosion and deflation), in the case of any destruction of the vegetation cover. Such interpretation was formulated on the basis of studies carried out on dunes in the Toruń Basin (Jankowski, 2003, 2019; Sewerniak and Jankowski, 2021). In case of the Biebrza and Narew River valleys podzolization as the process forming soils on dunes was confirmed by works of Czubaszek (2006). For dune soils of the Warsaw Basin the same conclusion was made as a result of the discussion during the field session of the 27 Congress of the Soil Science Society of Poland in 2007.

Thirdly, in numerous profiles of rusty soils illuvial bands (lamellae) were reported (e.g. Prusinkiewicz et al., 1998; Brożek and Zwydak, 2003; Jankowski, 2018; Gus-Stolarczyk et al., 2021) seeming to contradict the theory of the total immobility of iron and aluminum compounds related to the dry pedoclimate. Actually, it is widely accepted that pedogenic lamellae form according to the illuviation of clay fraction, and also Fe-Al-compounds (Prusinkiewicz et al., 1998; Rawling, 2000; Gus-Stolarczyk et al., 2021) and their presence indicates that leaching of Fe and Al by water seeping downward into the soil profile takes place in rusty soils, as well as in podzolic and clay-illuvial (lessive) soils often occurring in close neighborhood. The specificity of rusty soils relates to the fact, that possible loss of components which could occur in their top horizons due to leaching may be compensated by bioaccumulation, as it is suggested in the chapter 2.1.

2.3. Vegetation as a soil-forming factor

Most of rusty soils in Poland are actually overgrown with managed pine woodlands (Pinus sylvestris L.). For decades the opinion on the compliance of such vegetation with rusty soils’ ecological potential dominated the scientific views and principles of forest management (SGP 3, 1974; Prusinkiewicz et al., 1980; SGP 4, 1989; Brożek and Zwydak, 2003). However, in profiles of rusty soils overgrown with pines morphological and chemical effects of podzolization (bleaching of quartz grains or even formation of thin layer of albic material as well as quantitative evidence for the translocation of Fe and Al) are regularly
present in the top, over the Bv – siderik horizon. The intensity of podzolization seems to be related to the age of pine stands and the mineralogical richness of parent material (Jankowski, 2014). From the other side, in numerous areas managed as pine woodlands spontaneous encroachment of deciduous tree species, such as oak (Quercus sp.), hornbeam (Carpinus betulus L.), beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) and maple (Acer sp.) on rusty soils is observed with time. Thus, there appears the suggestion that, such trees, more demanding but also more competitive than pine, may successfully grow on these soils and perhaps they constitute a potential vegetation participating in rusty soils formation (Bialy, 1997, 1999; Jankowski, 2014, 2019; Andrzejczyk and Sewerniak, 2016; Sewerniak and Jankowski, 2021). In the Brodnica Lakeland the phenomena of obliteration of former podzolization effects and regeneration of rusty soils under encroaching deciduous trees was documented, seeming to confirm such concept (Jankowski, 2014). Thus, coniferous woodlands widely planted on rusty soils in Poland should be interpreted as an anthropogenic factor causing their transformation – replacing primary ‘rustification’ with secondary podzolization. Considering ecological potential such vegetation should be perceived as disconcordant with rusty soils and the described phenomena even as a habitat degradation process.

It is worthy to notice, that first suggestions of higher ecological potential of rusty soils in comparision with other auto-morphous sandy soils (podzolic soils, arenosols, ‘cryptopodzolic’ soils) appeared decades ago (Prusinkiewicz, 1969; Bialousz, 1978; Kuźnicki et al., 1978).

2.4. The role of periglacial conditions and age: Pleistocene vs Holocene

Until today, a number of controversies have arisen regarding the age and climatic conditions under which rusty soils may form. For decades, the theory that rusty soils and their characteristic enrichment horizons Bv-siderik are actually of a relict nature and formed in the periglacial climate of the late Pleistocene was very popular (Kowalkowski, 1977a, 1988; Degórski et. al., 2013). The concept, adapted from German literature (Jäger and Kopp, 1969) was accepted by numerous Polish authors and even established in some editions of the Polish soil classification systems as the only possible explanation of the genesis of rusty soils (SGP 3, 1974; SGP 4, 1989; Klasyfikacja gleb leśnych Polski, 2000). Mainly three arguments supporting this idea are exposed by its proponents: (1) presence of the layer enriched with clay and/or gravel fraction sometimes occurring in the bottom of the siderik-Bv horizon. This layer quite often has a garland shape, and can also emphasize the shapes of cryogenic structures (pseudomorphs of frost wedges). It is widely interpreted as a relict of the Pleistocene permafrost and active layer border (Kowalkowski et al., 1986). In the SGP 4 it was called the ‘cryolithal horizon’ and marked ‘Bk’ (SGP 4, 1989), (2) traces of quartz grain shape and surface transformation in the periglacial (e.g. sharp edges, fracture planes, various angular outlines, conchoideal fractures; Woronko and Pisarska-Jamroży, 2016) and aeolian (rounded, mat; Mycielska-Dowgiało and Woronko, 2004) environments recorded in SEM (scanning electron microscope) observations (Kowalkowski and Mycielska-Dowgiało, 1980; Kowalkowski et al., 1986; Bednarek, 1991; Janowska, 2001), (3) presence of silt fraction interpreted as an effect of sand grains physical weathering in multiple freezing-thawing cycles (Kowalkowski et al., 1985, 1986).

Although, activity of periglacial processes at the end of the Pleistocene on the territory of Poland is obvious; however, all the features above mentioned relate to parent rock formation in geomorphologically active environment (sedimentation, re-working by redeposition and cryoturbations) rather, than to effects of soil-forming processes sensu stricto. Moreover, none of these features are present in all rusty soil profiles, but only in some of them, as well as in part of clay-illuvial soils, podzolic soils, chernozems, etc. It seems to be more credible that the relict features acquired by the parent rock in the periglacial environment could have conditioned the depth of later (Holocene) pedogenosis and in some cases these periglacial features were just emphasized by subsequent soil-forming processes.

From the other side, no datings unequivocally indicative of the Pleistocene age of rusty soils/siderik-Bv horizons were presented in any publication, while numerous radiocarbon and archaeological datings show, that they could develop in various phases of the Holocene. According to Manikowska and Bednarek (1994) and Konecka-Betley and Janowska (2005) rusty soils were typical soils of central Poland in early Holocene (Preboreal period). Two generations of rusty soils occurring in vertical chronosequences were documented from the Tuchola forests – developed before and after ca. 2400 BP (Bednarek, 1991), in the Toruń Basin – formed during the Eo-mesoholocene and Neoholocene (Bednarek, 2000; Jankowski, 2002, 2003, 2019) and in the Kuavia region – related to post Neolithic (Neoholocene) period (Jankowski, 2018).

Considering these facts, accepting the Pleistocene-periglacial concept of rusty soils genesis a priori seems to be unauthorized, however, such interpretation has followers until today (Hirsch et al., 2015).

3. Classification position of rusty soils

For the first time in Poland rusty soils were officially distinguished as a separate type, in the third edition of the Classification system of Polish Soils (SGP 3, 1974). In earlier editions they were considered as a sandy variant of brown soils (SGP 1, 1956; SGP 2, 1959). In this genetic, qualitative classification (SGP 3, 1974), rusty soils were included in the class of ‘podsol-earth’ soils, next to ‘podsolic soils’ and ‘podsols’. The basis for combining these three soil types into one group was the assumption of ‘similar biological, physical and chemical properties’ and ‘a similar system of biological and abiotic factors of the geographical environment’. This concept, mainly related to sandy texture of these soils evidences the prevailing opinion of their low ecological value and connection with coniferous vegetation. Two sub-types of rusty soils were distinguished at that time: ‘proper rusty soils’ and ‘podsolized rusty soils’, dividing soils without or with visible evidence of podzolization. The rusty enrichment horizon, characteristic of these soils, was marked with the symbol ‘B’.
In the fourth edition of the classification system – the Systematics of Polish Soils (SGP 4, 1989) rusty soils were separated in the division of ‘autogenic soils’ and order of ‘podzol soils’ together with podzolic soils and podzols. The above mentioned classification, for the first time in Poland, has introduced diagnostic horizons whose definitions were based not only on qualitative criteria, but primarily on quantitative criteria. The sideric horizon (Greek: sideros – iron) was considered to be the diagnostic horizon for rusty soils. However, the symbolism adopted to mark this horizon largely reflected the views on the genesis of rusty soils prevailing in Polish soil science at that time. The symbol ‘Bv’ was adopted for rusty periglacial soils, ‘Bvre’ for rusty relict soils and ‘Br’ for cultivated rusty soils. In the rusty soil type, three subtypes were distinguished: ‘proper rusty soils’, ‘brownish rusty soils’ (new in comparison to the previous edition) and ‘podzolized rusty soils’ (equivalent to ‘podzolized rusty soils’ from the SGP 3,1974).

With next editions of SGP gradual change in perception of rusty soils ecological value is visible.

In the fifth edition of SGP (2011) rusty soils were distinguished in a rank of individual order of ‘rusty soils’, separate from the order of ‘podzol soils’. The diagnostic horizon for these soils sideric, had the symbol ‘Bv’. In the order of rusty soils, in addition to the type of rusty soils, a new type was distinguished, so far not included in the Polish soil taxonomies – ochre soils – including sandy red-coloured pedons (Rubric Arenosols; Jankowski, 2013). Within the rusty soil type, three subtypes were distinguished: typical rusty soils, podzolic rusty soils and gleyic rusty soils. It should be emphasized that in the definition of rusty soils and in the symbolism of the sideric – Bv horizon, the information about periglacial conditions of their formation has been rightly abandoned.

The newest proposal of the Commission for the Soil Genesis, Classification and Cartography of the Soil Science Society of Poland was edited in 2019 (SGP 6, 2019, Kabala et al., 2019). In this version, contrary to the previous one, rusty soils were not distinguished in the rank of a separate order, but included in the order of ‘brown earths’ (Cambisol-related soils) together with more soil types: brown soils, brown rendzinas, brown alluvial soils and ochrous soils. Such an assumption underlines not only morphological similarity with Cambisols (A-B-C horizon sequence), but also their at least mesotrophic character as well as ecological and genetic connection with mixed or even deciduous forests.

The siderik – Bv horizon diagnostic for rusty soils was defined mainly on the basis of quantitative criteria. Within the type of rusty soils, more subtypes were distinguished than in the 5th edition of the classification (SGP 5, 2011), i.e. typical rusty soils, brown-rusty soils, podzolic rusty soils, hemic rusty soils and gleyic rusty soils.

In addition to the soil systematics discussed above, the Classification of Forest Soils has existed in Poland since 2000 (Klasyfikacja gleb lesnych Polski, 2000), which is used in habitat evaluation for forest management. This classification, developed by the Forest Soil Classification Team of the Polish Soil Science Society, refers to the former, edition of the Forest Soil Classification (Klasyfikacja gleb lesnych, 1973) and the 4th edition of the Systematics of Polish Soils (SGP 4, 1989). Rusty soils in this classification were distinguished in the rank of the basic taxonomic unit, i.e. type. The diagnostic horizon is the sideric (Bv), characterized by a specific set of quantitative criteria. The definition of rusty soils emphasizes their genesis related only to periglacial conditions. In this classification, three sub-types of rusty soils were distinguished: ‘proper rusty soils’, ‘rusty brown soils’ and ‘rusty podzol soils’.

The latest editions of classifications mentioned above (Klasyfikacja gleb lesnych Polski, 2000; SGP 6, 2019) extend the definition of rusty soils to pedons with finer grain-size distribution, providing for the possibility of including soils with the texture of loamy sand (SGP 6, 2019), silt and even sandy loam (Klasyfikacja gleb lesnych Polski, 2000) in this type. So far, however, the documentation of such soils in the scientific literature is very modest and does not allow for a broader discussion on them.

It is worthy to underline, that in international classification systems (Soil Survey Staff, 2014; IUSS Working Group WRB, 2015) analogues of the rusty soils are not distinguished as separate units at high classification level. Using WRB soil classification (IUSS Working Group WRB, 2015) such soils may be classified as Dystric Brunic Arenosols. According to Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 2014) they fit to the unit of Typic Udipsammerts. The above names seem to be inappropriate as they suggest a poor level of profile development and group rusty soils in one unit with typical A-C arenosols, despite their genetic, ecological and economical individuality and also relatively high stage of development.

4. Regularities of geographical distribution of rusty soils in Poland

According to various estimations of the soil mantle of Poland rusty soils occupy about 14–15% of the country’s territory (Bednarek and Prusinkiewicz, 1980; Prusinkiewicz et al., 1980; Uziak and Klimowicz, 2002; Sykula et al., 2019). However, this percentage seems to be not exact. From one side, taking into account detail cartographical analysis of Polish forest habitats (https://www.bdl.lasy.gov.pl/portal/; Rutkowski et al., 2021), where rusty soils cover about 50% and the information that afforested area of Poland is 30% one can notice that only forest rusty soils make up these 15%. Meanwhile, about 1/3 of all rusty soils may be in agricultural use (Prusinkiewicz et al., 1980). Thus, this figure seems to be underestimated and it should be seen at around 22,5% of the whole territory of Poland. From the other side, however, many soils classified on soil-habitat maps of forest areas as ‘rusty podzol soils’, in fact are weakly developed or degraded podzolic soils or podzolized arenosols, as it was shown in several works (Jankowski, 2003, 2019; Czubaszek, 2006; Sewerniak and Jankowski, 2021).

Distribution of rusty soils is related mainly to coarse-grain (sandy and gravelly) deposits of various origin. Mainly, there are sandy materials extensively sedimented according to the deglacialiation of scandinavian ice-sheets and melt-waters outflow during the Pleistocene and subsequently redistributed by fluvial, slope and aeolian processes during the Late Glacial and the Holocene. Rusty soils cover extensive areas in lowland and upland part of
Poland, on glaciofluvial and fluvial terrace systems of outwash plains, ice-marginal streamways and valleys. In such areas, they can form extensive homogeneous mantles or appear in mosaics and catenary systems with other sandy soils: podzolic, semimur- 
shic and ochre soils (Podzols, Umbric Gleysols/Gleyic Arenosols, 
Rubic Arenosols). Rusty soils may occur also in washed out parts of 
ablational moraines, adjacent to clay-illuvial soils (Luvisols, 
Retisols). They appear also on smaller glaciofluvial and glaci-
olacustrine landforms such as kames and eskers. In aeolian 
sands rusty soils are rare and they occupy rather thin aeolian 
mantles overlying richer deposits and peripheries of dune fields 
(Jankowski, 2003, 2019).

Occurrence of rusty soils in mountainous areas is ambigu-
ous (Kowalkowski and Degórski, 2005). They were found in 
the Sudetes, as formed from sandy-textured products of the Karkon-
owe granites weathering (Marzec and Kabala, 2008). From the 
Carpathians they have not been reported until now (Skiba, 1995; 
Skiba and Drewnik, 2003), although, theoretically formation of 
rusty soils should be a possible process in weathering sandstones 
of the Beskides, especially coarse-grained ones. In the Holy-Cross 
Mountains rusty soils were described as typical of weathered 
quartzites, sandstones of various age and periglacial slope mant-

5. Management of rusty soils in Poland

Rusty soils are mainly managed as forest soils, afforested 
with stands of diverse tree-species composition – from fresh 
deciduous oak-hornbeam and oak forests, through mixed for-
est and mixed coniferous forests to homogenous pine mono-
cultures (Brożek and Zwydak, 2003; Brożek et al., 2008, Lasota 
et al., 2011 a, b, c; Zwydak et al., 2011). However, it is rather un-
likely, that such wide range of vegetation composition may re-
fect natural diversity. In the light of newer data it seems to be 
an effect of forest management and does not express their real 
Sewerniak and Jankowski, 2021). The ranges of rusty soils over-
grown with deciduous beech, oak-hornbeam and oak forests 
have been documented in several protected areas of Poland, 
despite their relatively low SIG (Soil Trophic Index) values (La-
sota et al., 2011 a, b).

Quality of rusty soils for agriculture is rather low (Prusink-
iewicz et al., 1980; Skłodowski et al., 2004). Main disadvantages 
are related to sandy texture and may be listed as follows: 
– low water storage that makes rusty soils easily drying out in 
periods of limited precipitation, 
– low content of nutrients in soil mineral phase, 
– high susceptibility of organic matter to mineralization, due 
to low content of clay minerals and lack of stable organo-
mineral complexes, 
– acid reaction, low cation exchange capacity and low base 
saturation.

Despite these disadvantages, it is estimated that up to 1/3 of 
all rusty soils can still be used for agricultural purposes (Pru-
sinkiewicz et al., 1980). This applies mainly to small patches of 
these soils located insularly among more fertile soils and in con-
tact zones of sandy areas with areas composed of fine-grained 
sediments (for example outwash plains and moraine uplands), 
however, in regions, where more fertile soils are limited, rusty 
soils may constitute significant part of arable lands (e.g. parts of 
Mazovia, Podlasie, Łódź Province).

In Polish soils bonitation classification developed strictly 
for economical purposes rusty soils are included in the worst 
classes V and VI and only pedons with loamy sandy texture in 
humic horizons and pedons containing loamy/silty interlayers 
may be classified as Ivb (Smreczak et al., 2021). The agricultural 
usefulness of these soils is limited to soil-agricultural complexes 
6 (weak rye complex) and 7 (the weakest rye complex). Only in 
some cases, rusty soils built from sands shallowly underlaid with 
finer materials (loamy/silty/clayey) or having loamy-sandy tex-
ture in the topsoil may be put in the complex 5 (rye good com-
p lex).

6. Summary

Despite the fact that rusty soils are an important element of 
the soil cover of Poland, especially its forest areas, and despite 
long history of scientific research, until now many aspects of the 
genesis, utility value and ecological potential of these soils are 
controversial. Over decades of studies several theories of rusty 
soils formation have been developed, which are also reflected 
in the evolution of their classification. Due to numerous doubts 
and unresolved questions, these concepts, however, cannot be 
considered unambiguously proven.

Summarizing the facts presented in this paper, at the ac-
tual stage of knowledge, the genesis of rusty soils should be 
understood as the process of accumulation of components (in-
cluding iron and aluminum) in the solum as a result of (1) in-
tensive weathering of primary minerals, usually occurring in 
coarse-grained (sandy) rocks and (2) biological cycling induced 
by deciduous forest vegetation. Although, in such conditions, in 
the moderate relatively humid climate of Central Europe, leach-
ing of components must take place, the specific redistribution 
of components by deciduous forest vegetation compensates any 
losses in the topsoil.

In Polish pedology the process of the rusty soils formation 
is called ‘proces rdzawienia’ (in literal translation ‘rusting’, ‘rustyfication’ or ‘rustyzation’). Its main effect is the formation of 
rusty-coloured coatings covering larger mineral grains in the 
diagnostic enrichment horizon of Bv-siderik and in the overly-
ling humus horizon A. Unlike the Bw-kambik horizons of brown 
soils (Cambisols), clay minerals do not play a major role in the 
siderik horizons. The latest editions of Polish soil classifications 
extend the definition of rusty soils to pedons with finer texture 
(loamy sand and even finer). However, documentation of such 
soils in the scientific literature is very modest and requires fur-
ther completion.

Despite the fact that rusty soils (like mineral soils of other 
types in Poland) are often developed in the Pleistocene deposits 
processed in periglacial conditions, the course of the soil-form-
ing process leading to their formation should be associated with 
various phases of the Holocene, up to the present day.
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The exact share of rusty soils in the soil cover of Poland is not precisely established. The existing estimates show that it is between 15 and 22.5%.
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